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The age of supercomplexity

• Turbulent spaces (Fanghanel, 2012)

• Rapid changes in society and HE call into 
question the role of the university (Killick, 2011) 
and the individuals who comprise it

• We all need to learn to cope, indeed thrive amidst 
change and uncertainty “to live purposefully amid 
supercomplexity” Barnett, 1999) 

• “Global knowledge economy”: a term which 
needs unpacking

• Interconnectivity, increased contact with the cultural  
‘other’ is the aspect of change in focus here



Theorising change
• Globalisation and internationalisation can be 

viewed as ‘sense-making metaphors’ to account 

for the increasing international connectedness 

and mobility evident in Higher Education around 

the world today. They relate strongly to each 

other in terms of the concerns they highlight and 

the degree to which they are contested (Turner 

and Robson, 2008). 

• Tensions are played out in the lived experience of 

individuals in the university (Turner and Robson, 

2007)

• Focus on academic staff and students here



Dominant directions of change in 

Internationalisation
• Corporatization of the university and the neoliberal model

• Dominance of production / reproduction ideologies

• Changing face of globalisation multi directional cross-border flows of 

students and  staff as well as international hubs and cities, research 

collaborations, transnational education…(Ryan, 2015)The growth of 

English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI)  aka linguistic hegemony, 

and the ‘tyranny of the Anglosphere’ (ibid)

• The above often conflict with the values, beliefs and aspirations of 

academics and result in unease with ‘internationalisation’

• How to move from symbolic to transformative Internationalisation? 

(Bartell, 2003, adapted by Turner and Robson, 2008) in the current 

climate becomes a more pressing question



Challenges to the dominant discourse

• Transformative ideologies (Mezirow et al, 2000)

• Critical theory and pedagogy (Kincheloe et al, 2011)

• Post –colonial studies (Rizvi, 2007)

• Global citizenship (Bourn, 2010; 2011)

• Ethical cosmopolitanism (Pashby, 2015)

• Sustainable Internationalisation (Robson, 2011)



Micro-level change 

Globalisation from the bottom up

Focus on the interaction between staff, students and learning

Begin with the self: the internationalisation of the self  

(Sanderson, 2004; 2008)

Enabling of ‘selves in the world’ Killick, 2011

Underpinned by transformative ideology, within a broad ethic of 

global social justice

This will have a cumulative effect

Without this, deep change on an institutional level can’t happen



Widening perspectives

• The diverse campus offers an ideal social forum for 

intercultural learning to take place (Volet and Ang, 1998)

• But generally there is a persistent lack of integration 

between ‘home’ students and ‘international’ students 

(Leask and Carroll, 2011)

• My study aims to better understand the ‘home’ student 

experience, so that we can foster transformative 

intercultural learning



Transformative Learning

• “TL refers to the process by which we transform our taken-for 
granted frames of reference (meaning perspectives, habits of 
mind and mind sets) and make them more inclusive, 
discriminating, open, emotionally capable of change, and 
reflective so they may generate beliefs and opinions that will 
prove more true or justified to guide action. TL involves 
participation in constructive discourse to use the experience of 
others to assess reasons justifying these assumptions, and 
making an action decision based on the resulting insight.”

• The purpose is to gain greater control over our lives as socially 
responsible, clear-thinking decision makers. (ibid)

• Suited to the age of supercomplexity:“As there are no fixed 
truths or totally definitive knowledge, and because 
circumstances change, the human condition may best be 
understood as a continuous effort to negotiate contested 
meanings”

(Mezirow, 2000)



Intercultural Competence (Killick, 2011)



Research questions

• Are undergraduate ‘home’ students experiencing a deep 

shift in perspective across the course of their studies in a 

new university, characterised by high levels of ethnic 

diversity, in the North East of England?

• What enables this shift?

• What constrains it?



The study

• In depth narrative interviews with two students, each 

semester over 3 years

• One male from Business, one female from English 

Language

• Both ‘first generation’ university students from the North 

East 

• Both strong links with ‘home’ community

• Male student ‘mature’ at 24



Initial findings:

• Yes, intercultural learning did occur, but it fell short of 

being ‘transformational’

• Students did develop friendships with cultural ‘others’ 

(including but not only from other ethnicities)

• Students did develop empathy and respect for others

• But they still worked from within the system rather than 

tried to change it



What enables TIL?

• An open attitude towards others from the beginning (more 

evident in the male, mature student) as opposed to 

anxiety about having a group to hang out with

• Being obliged to work in multicultural groups, however 

‘cringey’ it was, it was valued retrospectively. Staff who 

engineered this were praised)

• Getting out of one’s pre-established friendship groups, by 

taking a role or a new activity (volunteering) 

• Studying a language

• Placement abroad

• Opportunity to reflect – our conversations



Constraints

• Lack of awareness of the need to develop ICC

• Goals: getting a job, having a good time (these goals are 

collectively shared)

• Still embedded in local communities, dependent on 

families

• Exclusive cultural practices in the universities- unwritten 

rules for group behaviour – where to sit, who to talk to



How can we bring about TIL, and therefore change in 

Internationalisation ?

• Clearly articulate our expectations

• Raise awareness of its importance

• Plan for progressive development of ICC

• Supportive environment

• Inclusive pedagogies

• Chicken and the egg: the importance of internationalised 
academic staff in all of this (Sanderson, 2008)

• Support a wider concept of staff development in this area, 
not restricted to classroom technique, but deep reflection 
on goals, purposes, beliefs and values which speaks to 
philosophical, sociocultural and ideological aspects of HE 
(Fanghanel, Cranton, Kreber)
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